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BASZCS OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT: INTRODUCTION

In the winter of 1989 the idea emerged to document the knowledge
about inventory management models, that had been developed over
almost 10 years of research and 5 years of practical applications
in a number of consultancy projects. The main motivation to
document the methodology underlying a number of well-proven
algorithms was that most existing literature did not cover the
practical applications encountered. Investigations revealed that
most well-known algorithms were based on the assumptions of
stable demand during lead times and large batch sizes. Both
assumptions do not apply to the JIT environment characterized by
short lead times and high order frequencies.

My starting point was the application of renewal theory to
production-inventory models. It turned out that the same
formalism was applicable to the classical inventory models, like
periodic review and reorder point models. The attention of the
analysis was focused on service levels and average inventories.
The reason for this was that in many cases the problem was to
find a relation between customer service requirements and holding
costs for different planning scenarios. The algorithms developed
turned out to be robust and fast.

The conviction grew that the methodology extended to most
practically relevant service measures and to all classical
inventory models. To be able to prove this sponsors were needed
to provide the time and money to do the required research. The
Catholic University Brabant and the Centre for Quantitative
Methods accepted the research proposal. The result of the
research is the series Basics of Inventory Manaqement.

From the outset the objective was to develop a unified framework
for all classical inventory models. It was important to relax a
number of assumptions made in most literature. To the knowledge
of the author for the first time arbitrary co:npound renewal
demand processes are considered, thereby relaxing the assumption
of Poisson customer arrival processes. This is very important in
view of market concentrations (hyper markets, power retailers,



etc.). The outcome of the research should be a comprehensive set
of algorithms, which can be used in practical situations, e.g.
in inventory management modules of MRP and DRP packages.

In the course of the research the so-called PDF-method was
developed, that provided a means to approximately solve all
relevant mathematical equations derived in the analysis. The
results of the approximation schemes were promising, yet under
some conditions the performance was not adequate. Coincidentally,
it turned out that the performance of the PDF-method deteriorated
as the order batch size increased. In the area of large batch
sizes other approximation schemes had already been developed, so
that together with the PDF-method these algorithms covered the
whole range of models.

Though starting from the idea to provide practically useful
material to OR-practitioners, it soon turned out that the
analysis required was quite detailed and mathematically intri-
cate. Nonetheless I felt it necessary to document the derivations
as well, since the analysis extends to other models than
discussed in this series. The consequence of this choice is that
the first 6 parts (c.q chapters) of this series are entirely
mathematical. Yet the reader will find as a result of the
analysis simple-to-use approximation schemes. To illustrate the
applicability of the analysis, part VII is devoted to numerical
analysis, part VIII compares the different inventory management
models and part IX provides a number of practical cases.

Part I provides the background material from renewal theory and
the PDF-method. Part II discusses the (R,S)-model, part IIZ the
(b,Q)-model and part IV the cost-optimal (s,S)-model. Based on
the analysis in part II-IV we analyze in part V and VI the
(R,b,Q)- and the (R,s,S)-model, respectively. A provisional list
of references is given below.
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BASIC3 OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT: PART IV - 1-

THE (s,8)-MODEL

In the (b,Q)-model we fixed the reorder quantity (or more preci-
sely the reorder quantity must be a multiple of some minimal batch
size), possibly taking into account transportation and handling
characteristics. This reduces the flexibility of the stock keeping
facility. We look for a inventory management policy which combines
the continuous review capability of the (b,Q)-policy with the lot
size flexibility of the (R,S)-policy. Such a policy is the (s,S)-
policy. Under the (s,S)-policy inventory is managed as follows.

As soon as the inventory position drops below s an amount is
ordered such that the inventory positíon is raised to S.

Usually the difference between s and S depends on holding costs
and fixed ordering cost. The reorder level s depends on service
level constraints or penalty costs. As with the (b,Q)-model we
assume compound renewal demand, i.e.

An :- the time between the arrival of the (n-1)" and n~ customer.

D~ :- the demand of the n~ customer.

{Ao} and {Do} are mutually independent sequences of independent
identically distributed random variables. Lead times {I.ti,} are
identically distributed and we assume that orders arrive in the
order of initiation, i.e. orders do not overtake.

Among the inventory management strategies the (s,s)-policy has
been shown to be optimal. Optimality refers to minimization of
order costs, holding costs and penalty costs. The reason why the
(s,S)-policy is less practised is, that it is somewhat more
difficult to implement from an organizational point of view than
the (b,Q)-policy. We discuss the differences in costs associated
with the (s,5)-policy and the (b,Q)-policy in chapter 8.

It should be noted that the (s,S)-policy and the (b,Q)-policy are
identical if undershoots are negligible or fixed. This is the case
for constant demand per customer or incremental demand at high
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rate. Therefore we only discuas the case of non-negligible
undershoots.

As in the previous chapters we concentrate on service measures
(section 5.1.) and the mean physical stock. As a by-product we
find an expression for the penalty costs assuming linear penalty
cost per unit backordered per unit time. This is all discussed in
section 5.2. Section 5.3. discusses a procedure that determines
the (s,S)-policy that minimizes ordering, holding and penalty
costs.

5.1. Service measures

Due to the fact that we have an order-up-to-level S the (s,S)-
model is regenerative, whereas the (b,Q)-model was not. On the
other hand the nice result that the inventory position is homo-
geneously distributed between the control levels no longer holds.
Though there is great similarity between the (s,S)-model and the
(b,Q)-model, these differencea cause differences in the expres-
sions for all performance characteristics.

At time 0 the reorder level a is undershot by an amount Uo. At time
ol the reorder level s is undershot again by an amount U1. Due to
the fact that the inventory position equals S after each under-
ahoot, we have that the inventory position processes in conse-
cutive order cycles are independent of each other: The (s,S)-model
constitutes a regenerative inventory position process.

Using standard arguments we f ind that the net stock immediately
after arrival of the order generated at time 0 equals S-D[O,La].
Then it is clear that the net stock immediately before arrival of
the order generated at time Q~ equals S-D(O,oitLl].

The following equation is key to the analysis.

D(o. Q~tL~] - D(o, Ql] } D(o~, o~tLl]
(5.1)

- S-s}Ul } D(a~, Ol}Ll]
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We separate D(O,aifL~] into a fixed known part S-s, an undershoot
U, for which we can apply the approximation from renewal theory,
and a lead time demand D(v„ Q~tL1 J, which is independent of U,.

As before we concentrate on the P2- and P~-service measures. Recall
their definition.

PZ .- long-run fraction of demand satisfied directly from stock
on hand. -

P~ .- long-run fraction of time the net stock is positive.

Let us first derive an expression for P2. Based on the evolution
of the net stock over time, we find

P (s~~) - 1-
E[ (D(O,Q1}L~]-S)'] - E[ (D(O,Lo)-(St~)'l

2 E[D(Lo,oi}L~] ]

where 0- S-s. Substitution of (5.1) and use of

D(Lo~QitLi] - D(~,QitLi] - D(~,Lol

implies

P (s ~) - 1- E[ (D(ai~QitLi) }U~-s)'] - E[ (D(O,Lo] -(st0) )'] (5.2)
Z ~ t E[Ui]

It follows from the fact that both at time 0 and at time Q, an
order is initiated that

D(~~Lo] a D(Qi,QitL~]

We develop expressions for P2(s,~) based on two-moment approxi-
mations for U, and D(0, I,o] .
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An expression for the pdf of U1 depends on ~.

(i) A - 0

For the case of an (S,S)-control rule the undershoot of S is
simply the demand of the arriving customer. Hence

P{Ulsx} - FD(X), (5.3)

where D denotes the generic demand per customer.

(ii) For the case of A positive we approximate the pdf of U~ by the
pdf of the stationary residual lifetime-distrïbutiori of the
renewal process {Dn}. In order to yield a valid and accurate
approximation we must assume

0 ~ E[D] cDSl

0~ 2 cD E[D] co~l
(5.4)

The lower bounds on 0 in (5.4) are based on extensive numerical
experimentation (cf. De Kok [1987]). Provided condition (5.4)
holds we claim that

s
P{U,sx} - E~D] ~ (1-ao(Y))dY (5.5)

It is reasonable to state that cases (i) and (ii) cover all
relevant cases. As soon as 0 ~- E[D] the (s,S)-policy operates
more or less like an (S,S)-policy to which case ( i) applies.

The first two moments of U1 are easily derived from (5.3) and
(5.5).
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E[Ut]

E[vi]

E[D] De0

E[Dz]
2E[D]

E[Dz] 0-0

E[ D3 ] D~LB
3E[DJ

Here LB denotes the lower bound given by (5.4).

(5.6)

(5.7)

The first two moments of D(O,Lo] are given in section 4.1. For sake
of completeness we restate them here

E[D(~~Lo] l-( É~Á~ } 2(c~}1) ~ E[D]

z
QZ(D(~~Lo] )-(c,z,tcó) E[L] E2[D] ~ Qz(L) EZ[D]

E[A] E [A]

t (c"2 1) Qz(D] t (112") Ez[D]

(5.8)

(5.9)

Knowing the first two moments of U~ and D(O,Lo] we can apply the
PDF-method. Defíne the pdf y(.) by

y (x) - Pz (x-0, ~) xz0

Clearly Pz(s,0)-0 when S~-~, since in that case the inventory
position is less than zero all the time and therefore the net
stock, too. Then every demand is backordered.

D~LB

As before let Xy be the random variable associated with ry(.). Then
we can calculate the first two moments of Xy from
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E[Xy] - ~ (1-y(x) )dx

m
E[Xy] - 2 ~ x(1-y(x))dx

To get a flavour of the calculations involved in the derivation of
E[Xy] and E[XY] we elaborate on the derivation of E[Xy].



-~-

E[Xy] - ~ (1-PZ(x-~,~) )dx

~ (E[ (D(Qi,Qi}Li] }U-xt0)'] - E[ (D(O~LoI -x) ~l )dx

- ,~ tE[Ul]

1
D}E[U~]

~ ~

~6 ~6 (Y-
(x-0) ) 'dFoto,., -~d.u, (Y)

1 ~ r (y-x)dF
~}E[Ui] J nco,c,~(Y) dx

~

1 r ~ (Y-x) 'dFnco,.o,.tJ.u, (Y) dx
OtE[Ui] Jo

~ y
- 1 ~ ~ (y-x)dx dF

0}E, [ Ui ] Dto,r,] (Y)

1
OtE[Ui]

o m
f ~ (Y-x) dFDt, ,.r.-il.u,(Y) dx
-,

Q}E[U`] ~~ x dFDto o.t,l.u,(Y) dx4 1 (Y- )

~tE [ U' ] f 2 YZ dFao.~,] (Y)

dx

- }3ÉU {~(E[D(a~,a'}L'] }Ui] } 2 ) t 2 E[ (D(Q~~Q~}L~] }U~)2lC ,]
- Z E[DZ(O,Lo] ] }

Rearrangement and gathering of terms yield
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EIX ] - (D}E[D(O,Ly] ] ) } (E[OZ] -A~)
Y 2 }E pl (5.10)

Without going into details we claim that E[X;] can be found along
the same lines as above to yield

EI1Cy] - tE U~ ~ 32 } (E[D(O,Lb] ] }E[[71 ]~z

t (E[DZ(O,Ly] ] }2E[inE(D(O,I,o] ] }E[D`Zl (0

t E[DZ (O,r~] l E[uo] }S[D(O, r~l ] E[d~l t E[~]
3 }

(5.11)

Since an (s,S)-policy operates as a(b,Q)-policy for negligible
undershoots, (5.10) and (4.7) as well as (5.11) and (4.8) should
coincide when assuming U~ 0. This is easy to verify.

Equation (5.11) involves the third moment of U. To compute E[U3]
we assume that U is gamma distributed. Hence

E[IT~] - (1tCZ~) ( lt2Cu)E3[Ql

Hence cu denoted the coefficient of variation of U.

(5.12)

Once we know E[X,r] and E[X,,] we can fit a gaamia distributed ~y (.) to

these two moments. Then we claim that

PZ(s,0) - y(st0) sz-0

The inversion scheme described in chapter 2 can be applied to ~y(.)
to obtain a solution of the following equation

Pz(s',G) - ~B
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We claim that

s' - 1'-' (~) -A

Again we found a fast and accurate algorithm to find the reorder
level s, such that the PZ-service level equals some target value.
The accuracy of the approximations resulting from applications of
the PDF-method is ratified by the results in table 5.1.

Next we focus our attention on the P,-measure. The analysis follows
the derivation of approximation (4.33) for the P,-measure in the
(b,Q)-model.

We define T}(s,~) analogously to Tt(b,Q),

T}(s,~) .- time the net stock is positive during the replenishment
cycle (Lo.QifLil.

Then F~(s,0) is given by

pi(S~~) - E[T~(S,0) ]
E[a~]

(5.13)

An expression for E[a,] can be obtained from renewal theoretic
arguments. ï.et

N:- the number of customers arriving in (O,o,].

Then o, can be written as

N

QI - ~ A~
n~l

Since N is independent of {P~} we have
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E[Ql] - E[Nl E[A]

Furthermore we have that

N
OtU~ - ~ Dni

n~l

since both sides of this equation describe the total demand in

(O,ol] . Now N is a so-called stopping time for {De} (cf. ~inlar

[1975]), which implies

N
E ~ Dn - E[ N] E[D]

(Note that N is not independent of {D,}). Combining the above
equations we find

E[ QI l- (DÉ~~ ) E[A] (5.14)

It remains to find an expression for E[T} ( s,0) ]. As in section

(4.1) we def ine T}(x,t) by

T}(x,t) - the time the net stock is positive during (O,t], given
the net stock at time 0 equals x, xx0.

The analysis in section 2.3. yielded the basic result (2.53),
which is repeated below.

E[~ (x, t) ] - (E[A] -E[A] ) (1-FD~o,r~(x) )

n-1

x (5.15)

} E[A] M(x) -~(M(x-y) ~Dro.~l(x) xz0
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Equation ( 5.15) assumes that time t is an arbitrary point in time.
We assume that La and a~tL, are such arbitrary points in time.

Using the definitions of T'(s,~) and T}(x,t) we find

m r.n
E(T~(S,~) ) - ~6

tlE[T'(sf0-y,t)dFoco.r,11~,'L,-~,-~(Y) dF,,.r.,-,,(t) (5.16)

Combination of (5.15) and (5.16) yields after tedious algebra

E L T ~ ( S ~ ~ ) J - ( E L A ) -E I A ] ) ( Fnco.c,~ (s t~) -FU,.Dtr,.r,'ti]( S ) )

r.o
t E[A) ( ~M(st~-y)dFoto.r,](Y) )

s
- ~M ( s -y) dFu,.oh~.r,'c.,l (Y)

Now we distinguish between the case of A-0 and 0~0.

(i) 0-0

For this case U, ~ D. We apply the identity

M ~ F (x) - M(x)-1 X?0

to the last integral of (5.17).

~ s

f M(S-Y)dFu,.DCr,.~,'~,1(Y) - ~(M(s-y)-1)dFo~,,,,.r.~(Y)

(5.17)

(5.18)

Substituting (5.18) into (5.17) leads us to
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E[T~(s~0)] - (ELA]-E[A])(F~o~(s) - F~~~ocr~.r~~til(s))

} E [,~ ] F~r,..,.td ( s )

Thus we have shown for the case of 0-0.

~ s, 0) - (c~-1)
(F ( s) - F (s) ), ( 2 nro.w u,.nro,r,l

t Fnco.r,] ( s )

(5.19)

(5.20)

Return to (5.17). The last integral on the right hand side
can be simplified through the use of (4.30),

J

f M(S-Y)dFU,.a,,.,,.~,~(Y) - ~ (s-y) dF~f
t1.~d(Y)

ó E[D]

This yields

E[T~(S,0) ] - ~ E[A]-E[A]) (FDro.c.~(stn) - FU~~,~.r~~~,~(S) )

J.C

t ELA] ( ~

J

(H1(st0-y) dFao,t,~ (Y) - ~ EL l)
dFD~,,,,,.~,~ (Y)

(5.21)

Equation (5.21) leaves us with a fundamental problem not en-
countered in the analysis of the (R,S) and (b,Q)-model. We cannot
get rid of the renewal function M(.) in an elegant way, e.g. by
convolving M(.) with Fo(.) or F„(.).

At this particular point the power of the PDF-method surfaces
most. There is no way expression (5.21) can be simplified, since
in general there is no explicit expression for M(.). The PDF-
method, however, approaches the problem in an indirect way.
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Assuming a pdf associated with P,(s,~) only moments of the
associated random variable are needed for the gamma fit. It
happens to be that the PDF-method yields explicit expressions for
the first two moments of the pdf associated with P,(s,0).

Let us first give the expression for P,(s,~) for the case of G~0
that follows from (5.21).

c2 1 E D
Pi(s~0) - 2~AtÉ[U])] (FDro.~](s}0) - FU,DCO.r,](s))

J.A J

t QE~~U] ~ M(st0-y)dFoco,r.,](Y) - I E[~) dFoco,i,~(Y)

(5.22)

Let ti(.) be the pdf associated with P,(s,0),

tiíx) - P,(x-0,0)

and let Xy denote the random variable with pdf ti(.). For the case
of 0~0 we need tedious algebra and several limit theorems from
renewal theory to obtain the expressions for E[Xy] and E[Xy]. For
the case of 0-0 only routine calculations are required. We find
the following,

E[XyJ - E[D(O,Lo]] - (c21) E[D]

~Z (E[UZ] -2EZ[U] )2(D~E[U] } E[D(~.Lo] }
2(A}E[U])

(c~-1)

~-0

0~0 (5.23)

- 2 E(D]
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z
E[Xy] - E[Dz(O,Lo] ]- (c2 1) (E[DZ] t2E[D]E[D(O,Lo]]) 0-0

~3 } t }~ E[D(~'Lo] ] } E[DZ(~~Lo773 (~E[U] [ ]

(E[Uz] -2Ez[U] )E[D(O,Lo] ]
0~0 (5.24)

} (E[U3] -3E[U]E[Uz] t3E3[U] )
3( tE[U])

-( 2) S EZ[D]E[D(D,Lo] l t (Oz}20E[Q}É2U[UZl )E[D]
l [ ]

To have some check on validity of these intricate expressions we
compare Pl (s,0) with Pl (b, Q) for the case of U- 0. Then we find
from (5.23) and (5.24) for the case of 0~0.

U-O, 0~0.

E[X,.] - 2} E[D(O,Lo] ]- (c2 1) E[D]

2
E[Xy] - ~ t ~[D(~rLo] ) t E[DZ(~iLo] ]

- {2E[D]E[D(O,Lo]] } DE[D]}2

(5.25)

(5.26)

Then indeed we find that (5.25) and (5.26) are identical to (4.34)
and (4.35), respectively.

Though (5.23) and (5.24) are complicated expressions, they can
considerably be simplified under the assumption of gamma distri-
buted interarrival times, demand per customer and lead times.

This concludes the section on service measures. We found that the
analysis of the Pz-measure was as straightforward as with the
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(R,S)-model and the (b,Q)-model. The analysis of the P~-measure
turned out to be quite complicated, Yet the PDF-method provided
the means to obtain explicit expressions for the moments of the
random variable associated with the P~-measure.

5.2. Physical stock and backloQ

Section 5.1. provided us the means to compute the reorder-level
that yields the required service given the minimal order size 0.
We are still interested in the amount of capital tied up in
stocks. Towards this end we derive an approximation for the mean
physical stock under the (s,S)-regime. It will turn out that the
derivation of the results needed is far more complicated than with
the (R,S)-model or (b,Q)-model. We saw the same thing happen with
the P,-measure. Readers only interested in the results should skip
section 5.2.1. and 5.2.2.

5.2.1. Explorinci the relation between backloq and physical stock

In this section we derive an exact expression for the mean
backlog, which will be convenient for further calculation.
Analogously to the analysis for the ( b,Q)-model we find that

E[X'(S,0)] - E[Y(s,0)]-E[O]tE[B(S,0)],

where

E[Y(s,0)] :- the mean inventory position.

E[B(s,0)] :- the mean backlog.

The cost arguments that yield (3.53) now yield

E[O] - E[D] E[L]
E[A]

(5.27)

(5.28)

as in the (b,Q)-model.
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To find an expression for F[Y(s,0)] we proceed as follows. Assume
that the stock keeping facility incurs a cost of ~1 per item on
stock.

Define kl ( . ) as

k,(x) .- total expected cost incurred until the inventory
position drops below 0, given that at time 0 the inven-
tory position equala xa0 and no orders are initiated
after time 0.

Then it is easy to see that

E[Y(s,~) ]- s} E T
kl (0)

i
(5.29)

In chapter 2(cf. also De Rok [1987]) we derived an exact expres-
sions for k,(.),

kl (x) - E[Al xZ - E[ih (x) l } E[D2l (x}E[D(x) l (5.30)
E[D { 2 2 2E D

where U(.) is the undershoot of 0 at the time the inventory
position drops below 0. In general we do not have exact expres-
sions for the moments of U(.), yet we have already seen that the
stationary residual life time provides a good approximation if 0
is not too small.

Combination of (5.27)-(5.30) yields

E[Jf' ( s,0) l- s} 1 ~Z - E[U2 (0) l} E[DZ] (OtE[II(~) ])
}E U( { 2 2 2E D (5.31)

- E[D] E[L] t E[B(s,A) l
E [A]

where we substituted equation (5.14) for E[Q~l.
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Next we give an approximate expression for E[Xt(s,0)] which is
based on the approximation for the function k(x,t) defined in
chapter 2.

The analysis is analogue to the analysis of E[X}(b,Q)]. Then we
obtain after lengthy algebra

z t
E[X{(s.~) ] - (c2 1) ~(s-Y)dFDCO.4l(Y)

J

} I (s-Y)dFoco,r.,~(Y)

- ~ (s -Y ) dFD.ao.r~ (Y )

E[X'(S,~) ] - (c"21) QEEDU] OtE[U] t (y-s-~)dFoco,r,~(Y)

~~ (y-s)dF~.DCO,r,](Y) ~ ~~0
- JJ

J.o J.n-r

} ( E~]) ,~ I (s}0-y-z)dM(z)dFpco.t,l(Y)

J

r (s-y)Z dFDCO~(Y)
tll 2E[D]

(5.32)

Here U is the stationary residual life time associated with the
renewal process {Do}. The expression for E[X}(s,0)] for 0-0 can be
routinely calculated. It also permits application of the PDF-
method. The results of the application of the PDF-method are
postponed until we finished the analysis of the case ~~0. So let
us for the moment assume that 0~0.

J~0

~

Remark: Approximation (5.32) can be applied directly to yield an
approximation for E[X}(s,A)] when we use the following
limit theorem, which holds for any random variable X.
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lim
x.m

x x-y
~ ~ (x-y-z)dM(z)dFX(y)

xZ } E[D2] - E[X] x
- ( 2E[D] 2EZ[D] E[D]

; E[XZ] - E[D3]
2E[D] 6EZ[D]

EZ[DZ]

4E3[D]
t - E[X]E[DZ] 1

2E2[D] J
- 0

Assuming s sufficiently large, we obtain after some algebra

ELX~(Sr0)] -(C~-1) E[D] OtE[U] t f (Y-s-O)dF~~(Y)
2 tE [ (I j j~Ia

- ~ (Y-s ) dF~,Dro.c.~ (Y)

f s-E[D(O,Lo] ) tE[C7]

0~0

t OZ-E[DZ] Y-S2 dFao~(Y)
2 ( t~E[U] ) - f 2 (~E[U] )

(5.33)

The above expression involves only one integral with which we did
not deal before. One might decide to apply the PDF-method to get
rid of these integrals. We have tested this approximation by
fitting mixtures of Erlang distributions to D(O,I.,~] and then
explicitly elaborating the integrals. The performance of approxi-
mation (5.33) is quite good provided s reasonably large, i.e. PZ-
level associated with s~ 0.7.

Now we combine equations (5.31) and (5.32). Considerable algebra
reveals that
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z ~
E[B(s,0) ] - (c2 1) DE~~U] ~ (Y-s-~)dFDro~(Y)

í ~

- f (Y-s) dFU,DCO,c.1(Y)
,

J.c :.n-r

} ( E-~E[U]) I I (st0-y-z)dM(z)dForo.~,l(Y)

- a2(st~),zb-a~dd(st0) -ao ~

} 2(OtE[U]) J (Y-s)ZdFDCO,t,I(Y)s

The constant a2, a~ and ao are given by

az 1
2E[D]

E[Dz] E[D(O~Lo] ]a~ - 2E2[D] - E[D]

a„ -
2E[D] 6E [D) 4E [D] 2EZ[D]

(5.34)

We seem to have made hardly any progress when comparing equation
(5.32) with equation (5.34). Yet there is an essential difference.
We know that

lim E[B(s,0)] - 0sy~

and E[B(s,0)] monotone decreasing in s. This suggests application
of the PDF-method, which applies not only for high values of s(as
with (5.33) ), but for any value of s. Indeed we apply the PDF-
method to E[B(s,0)].

E[DZ(O~Lo] ]- E 2DZ] t E22DZ] - E[D(O.Lo] ] E[DZ]
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5.2.2. The PDF-method applied to the mean backloq

The mean backlog is a service measure. However, unlike the Pi and
PZ-measure it does not constitute a pdf, since the mean backlog
approaches infinity as s approaches minus infinity. Therefore we
have to apply a normalization.

As with the P1- and PZ-measure we only consider values of s~-~ in
our PDF-analysis. Before doing so we derive an expression for
B(s,0) when s 5-0, though this may not be practically relevant.
If s 5-~ then E[X}(s,A)]-0. Then (5.32) reduces to

E[B(s,~)] - E[D] É~Á~ - s- E[U] - 2~2 ~~U~~ ss-0 (5.35)

Zt follows from (5.35) that

E(B(-0,~)] - E[D] E[L] } 0- E[U] - (OZ-E[UZ])
E[A] 2( t~E[U])

(5.36)

We know that E[B(s,0)] is monotone decreasing in s and approaches
zero when s tends to infinity. By normalizing E[B(s,~)] by
dividing it by E[B(-0,0)], we can create a pdf y(.),

y (x) : - 1- B (x-~,0) ~ xt0
B (~- ,-~

(5.37)

As before we define Xy the random variable associated with y(.).
Then we have that

E[X ] - r B (x-0,0) dxY rol B(~;~
(5.38)
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E[Xy] - 2 ~ xB(x-0,0) dx
B(-~,~) (5.39)

Considering approximation (5.34) for E[B(s,0)J we conclude that
(5.38) and (5.39) can be routinely calculated from previously
obtained results once we know the following integrals.

I~ .- ~{~ ~ (x-y-z)dM(z)dF~o.c,~(Y)

- a2 x2 - ai x - ao}dx

m s .c-y

IZ :- ~ x{~ ~ (x-y-z)dM(z)dFao~(Y)

- a2 x2 - a~ x- ao}dx

It is not at all clear that both It and I2 exist, since in both
integrals we subtract two parts which diverge for x large. Luckily
both integrals do exist. Computing I, and I2 is not a trivial
matter and requires derivation of several limit theorems from
renewal theory. We only present the final results.

I~ - -E[D3(O.Lol7 t E[DZ]
E[DZ(O.Lo]] -( EZ[DZ] - E[D'] )E[D(O,Lo]6E[D] 4Ez[DJ 4E3[D] 6E2[D]

t E[D4] - E[Dz]E[D3] t E3[DZ]
24D2[D] 6E3[DJ 8E'[D] (5.40)
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-E[D4(O,I,o] ] } E[DZ] E[~(O,~l ]
24E[D] 12Ed [D]

- ( E2[DZ] - E[D3] ) E[D2(O,Loll
12E3 [D3] 12E2 [D]

- ~ E[D3] E[DZ] - E[17~]
12EZ [D] 24E~ [D]

Clearly, I, and IZ are complex expressions. Yet assuming gamma
distributed demand the expressions can be considerably simplified.
Also I, and IZ express the dependence of approximations via the
PDF-method on the moments of D and D(O,Lo].

Substituting I, and IZ at the appropriate places in (5.38) and
(5.39) we find from (5.34),

E [X ] -
( c~-1) E [D]

2 tE

E' [DZ]
- 8Es [D]

} E[Dsl - E[D'] E[D2] - EZ [D'] t E[~] EZ [D2]
120E D 24E3 [D] 36E3 [D] 18E4 [D]

E' [DZ]
- 16E5 [D]

-( -~~f ll
1 J

E[D(O,Ly] ] (5.41)

i` b

~ (y-x) dFoco,~ (y)

- ~ (Y-xt0) dFu,ao,c,~ (y)
c

} E[D] ItE[ 1

a ~
1 r ~Q

}2( tE ) ól

E[B

(Y-x}0) ZdFnca,r,] (Y)

} dx
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E[XY] - E[B(D~Lo]~ {
(~,i-1) E[D]

~6 ~
(Y-x) dF~~ (Y)2 t~

- f (Y-x}A) dFu.n~o,r,~ (Y)

t E[D] It~E[U] Z

1 ('
} 2(~E[ ]) I x

s-G

(Y-x}0) ZdForo~,,~ (Y)
s-~

Elaborating the integrals we obtain after some algebra

1 (~~-1) E[D] E[Dz(~.Lo]]
E[x'] - É[B~~ { 2 ( tE[U] ) ( 2

1 E[UtD(~~Lo])27
2

- DE[UtD(~,Lo] J )

I l

} E[D] I
t~ ~

3

} 2 (0}E[Ul ) E[D (O~Lo]
] } 0' ~ OzE[D(p~Lo~ ) t ~[D2(D,Lo]

]J ~

(5.42)
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z 2 J(C,~i'1) E[D] E[D3(O~LoJ ]
E[Xy] - E[B (' ~ )] ll 2 t~[U] ( 6

} 6' } E[U}D20~Lo] ] OZ } E( (UtD 20.Lo] )2] 0

} E[ (UtD(O,Lo] )Z]
6

t E[D] I
tE(U] Z

1 ~4 E[D(O,Lo] ]~3
}2(~[U]) 12 } 3

t E[DZ(O~Lo] ]02 } E[D'(O~Lo] J~

t

2 3

E[D4(O.Lo]]

~ ~

(5.43)

Note that the term E[D3(O,I.a]] vaníshes in E[Xy], since this term
occurs in (5.40) and (5.42) with opposite signs. The same holds
for the term E[D'(O,LoJ) in E[XY]. We emphasize that we do not use
explicit expressions for higher moments of D(O,I.o] than the first
two, since we assume that D(O,I,o] is gamma distributed. The same
holds for the higher moments of D.

Though the above expressions for E[XY] and E[Xy] are quite
complicated, it is a routine matter to apply them in computer
software. Note also that E[Xy] and E[XY] only depend on ~ and not
on s, which may offer computational advantages, when calculating
the physical stock for several values of s with fixed 0.

The PDF-method now prescribes to fit a gamma-distribution ~y(.) to
E(Xy] and E[XY] . Then we claim that

E[B(x,0)] - E[B(-0,0)](1-y(xt~)) xt-0

12

(5.44)

This is our approximation for B(x,0) for x~-0. Then we can find
an approximation for E[X}(s,0)] from (5.31).
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Thus we suggest the following approximations for E[Xt(s,0)).

E[D]E[L] (c~-1) I (s-
E[A } 2 J (y-s) ~Dro.ia (Y)

J

- r (Y-s) dF'o,nro,i,~ (Y)
Jl

E[X' (s,0) l - t I (Y-s) dF~o~ (Y) 0-0
,

s- E[D] E[L] ~ E[Ul t OZ-E[L~]
E[A] 2 (AtELD] )

t E[B(-0,0)l(1-y(sf~)) 0~0 (5.45)

To complete the analysis we also give the expressions for E[B(s,0]
for the cases of 0~0 and 0-0, and s a-A.

E[L]E[D] (1-~(s)) 0-0
E[B(s,0) ] - E[A]

EIB(-0,0)](1-y(x}0)) 0~0
(5.46)

Here ~(.) is the gamma distribution with first and second moment
E[X~] and E[X~], respectively, given by

E[A] E[DZ(O,hol ] (cá-1) E[DZ] t E[D) EID(O~Lb]
]~

E[X~.] - E[L]E[D { 2 - 2 ( 2

(5.47)

E[A] E[D'(O,I,o] ] (ca-1) E[D3l } E[D(O,Lo] ] E[D2l
E[~) - E L E Dl { 3 - 2 ( 3 2

} EIDZ(O,Lo] ] E[DI
J ~2 (5.48)
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Note that E[B(0,0)) equals E[0], the average amount on order. This
is intuitively clear, since for the case of 0-0 each individual
demand is ordered at the supplier and because of s-0 each demand
is backordered and fulfilled after the order is received. There-
fore the backlog and the outstanding orders are equivalent.

In the literature usually the mean physical stock is approximated
by an interpolation formula,

E[X'(s,A)] - 2(E(maximum net stock in a cycle]

t E(minimum net stock in a cycle])

For the (s,S)-model this approach yields

E[X'(s,0)] - 2(s}0 - E[D(O,La]] t s-E[U] - E[D(O,Lo]])

- st2 -E[D(O,Lo) ] - E[2)

(5.49)

Note that we included the undershoot, which is often ignored. If
we ignore the backlog we also fínd such a simple approximation for
E[Xt(s,0)] from (5.45).

E[X~(s,~) ]- s } 2 - EID(O.Lo] - E[2]

} E[U] - E[U2] -EZ[U]
2(OtE[U))

t (c,~,-1) E[D]
2

(5.50)

Note that (5.49) and (5.50) only coincide when U is neqligible and
the arrival process is a Poisson process.

Typically for 0 large ( 5.49) yields an underestimate of the mean
physical stock.
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5.3. Cost conaiderationa

As for the (b,Q)-model we assume that the holding cost per s.k.u.
per time unit equals h and the penalty cost per unit short per
time unit equals p. The fixed order cost equals K. We define
g (s,0) by

g(s,0) .- the mean total cost per time unit associated with the
(s,st0)-policy

i.e.

g(s,~) - hE[X'(s,0}] t pE[B(s,~)]

t K~E[o~]
(5.51)

We want to solve for (s',0') satisfying

9(s',~') 5 g(s.0) V(s.0) (5.52)

We can evaluate the Kuhn-Tucher conditions to find that a neces-
sary condition for (5.51) to hold is that

P,(s',0') - ppth
(5.53)

This is identical to condition (4.54). Apparently this is a
structural result for inventory management models with the above
cost structure.

Again the optimization procedure consists of a one-dimensional
search for 0' given s(~) derived from (5.53); i.e.

min g(s(~),~)
n

(5.54)

where s(0) satisfies
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P~ (S (0) ,~) - P
(5.55)

Equation (5.55) is routinely solved using the PDF-method as given
by (5.23) and (5.24). The minimization procedure associated with
(5.54) is a routine matter due to the convexity of g(s(.),.).

A short-cut method, which applied quite well in practice, is to
take 0' equal to the Economic Order Quantity.
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